We help to ensure the proper handling of information

Critical Infrastructure Security Awareness Training

- **Organization specific**
  Delivered content is industry specific and in accordance with internal Security Policy.

- **Extended coverage**
  Besides OT, everyone else in the organization is considered in the campaign with specialized sessions.

- **Special focus on OT security**
  Explained implemented controls to mitigate attacks on critical infrastructure.

- **Intuitive and clean content**
  Multimedia content presented in an attractive manner - balanced pedagogy/usability features.
Why Infrastructure Security Awareness Training

Training employees is a key element for maintaining a clean and safe cyber environment. Our employees need to understand the value of information as well as their roles in keeping it safe.

CI-SAT Training Content

Explaining the reasons for closed ports and services as they aren’t needed. Patching policy. Malware protection and backups. How the systems are monitored for unusual activity and intrusions. And, the “what needs to be done” from a human factor perspective to keep everything operational.

- Security Breaches
- SCADA Security
- Keeping Systems Closed
- Network Segregation
- VPN Connections
- Remote access
- Malware and Critical Systems
- Software Patching
- Mobile phones security
- Phishing and Social Media
- Email Security
- Encryption
- Security Patches
- Systems Backups
- Access Control
- Using Social Media
- Radiography of an Attack-Stuxnet
- Data Loss Prevention
- Incident Response
- Implications of a Security Breach
- Your Responsibilities
- Disassaster Recovery